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 COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
11093/80  (Presse  158) 
666th meeting  of  the  Council 
-Agriculture -
Brussels,  10  and  11  November  1980 
President:  Mr  Camille  NEY, 
Presse 158- G 
Minister for Agriculture,  Viticulture, 
Water  and  Forestr~l of  the 
Grand  Duchy  of  Luxembourg ••  2  - 1oj11.n.8o 
The  Governments of the 1'r1ember  States and  the  Commissicn 
of the European Comrnuni ties were  representee:  ac  follows: 
mr  Albert  LAVENS 
Denmark: 
rdr Paul  D.~"..LSAGER 
Q~~l: 
l'11r  Josef ERTL 
Mr  Hans-Jurgen  ROHR 
France:  .,.-........ --
1~r Pierre  WJ.EHAI GNERIE 
Ireland.:  -------
Mr  Ray MacSIL.tB.RY 
I!~!l: 
mr  Giuseppe  B.ARTOLOMEI 
Mr  Bruno  ORSINI 
~~~~~£2.~E~: 
1'iir  Camille  HEY 
rhnister for 1'-;.gricul  ture  and 
for  Small  Firms  and Traders 
Minister :for 1\.gricul  ture 
Fed.ere.l Minister for Food, 
Agriculture  am:  Forestry 
State Secretary, 
Federal Ministry of Food, 
Agriculture  and  Forestry 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
I\!finister for .  .t.gricul  ture  and. 
Forestry 
Deputy State Secretary, 
Ministry of Health 
:Minister for .\griculture, 
Viticulture,  Water  anc1  Forestry 
11093  e/80  (Tresse  158)  rob/3l.'IS/ jb  Cl  0 .;  ••• The  Netherlands:  ___  .,.. ....... _..........,____._ 
F/Ir  Gerri  t  BRAKS 
~h~~i!ed.~dogr: 
Mr  Peter WALKER 
Mr  Alick BUCF.ANAN-SP/IITH 
Commission:  --------
Mr Finn Olav  GUNDELACH 
0 
Also present as  an  observer: 
Greece:  ----
Mr  A thanase  CJJ~"ELIOPOULOS 
0 
\ 
11093./e/~,0  (Presse  158)  ac 
- 3  - 10/11 .XI.80 
Minister for Agriculture 
Thtinister for Agriculture,. 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Minister of State,· 
Ministry of Agriculture,-
Fisheries and  Food 
Vice-President 
0 
0 
Minister for  l~gricul  ture 
0 
0 
...  / ... - 4  11.JIT~  80 
NEW  ZEALAND  BUTTER 
The  Co~1cil discussed the  issues raised by the  Co~~ission 
proposal  to  extend the  special arrangements  regarding imports 
of  New  Zealand butter. 
The  Council  was  not  able  to  :i.~each  ag:ceement  on  the main 
issues,  namely the  duration of  the  special arrangements  ru1d 
the·  quanti ties involved. 
The  Council  vvill  discuss  tbis matter further at its next 
meeting. 
STH.UCTURES  POLICY 
The  Cmmcil held a  wide-ranging discussion  on·  a  series  of 
structural  mea~~res including the·criteria for granting 
Comnnmi ty  t=md  national aid for·  pigmeat  and milk production. 
_ General  and  budgetary matters were  _discussed in addition 
to  technical details and  the  Council  concluded by  instn~cting 
the  Special  Commi ttcc  on  Agricv.l  tu:re  to· examine  the natter . 
further 1  ~n the light of today's discussions,  in order to 
determine precisely what  the  remaining problems  ;•.rore. 
Tho  Council also  agre&d  to  furthcl~ d:i.scuss  the matter at 
Uis next 1:1eeting  schec"!.uled  for  8  and  9  Decoober., 
11093  e/80  (Presse 158)  ell/BS/ch  e  •  ()./  •  •  • - 5 -
BEEF  AND  VEll.L  MARKET 
The  Council took note  of a  statement by the Irish 
delegation,  with the  Ur..itecl  Kingdom.delegation's  support, 
on the  suspension of  intei~ention for beef  fore-quarters~ 
It also  took note  of a  statement by the  French delegation, 
endorsed by the Belgian delegation,  concerning the  state of the 
beef and  veal market  a..."ld  calling in particular for more 
effective management  of the  market  .. 
In reply,  the  Conunission  said it was  prepared to  hold 
a  detailed discussion in the  Council in the near future  on 
policy for the  meat  sector as  a  whole. 
HORTICULTURE  IN  HEATED  GL.ci.SSHOUSES 
The  Council took note  of a  statement by the  Commission 
on the initiating of the  procedure  provided  far il': Article  93 
of the  Treaty regarding the  preferential price for gas 
supplied to horticulturalists in the Netherlands. 
1 1-093  e/80  (Pre  sse  158)  lb:r/BS/  jb  ...~;  .. ,. - 6  11.XI.80 
SUG.AR 
The  Council held an  extensive  discussion on  the new  market 
orga.11iza.tion  to  apply  to  sugar from  1  July  1981. 
V'fuile  agreemen·t  was  reached on  the  princ:lple  of retaining 
a  system  of quotas,  as  proposed,  various  points regarding  the 
details of implementing such a  system remained unresolved.  These 
concerned in particular the total volune  of sugar which could 
be  covered by  the  guarru1tees  provided by  the  futu~e market 
organization,  the method  of calculating  ru1d  level of the quotas, 
the level of the financial contribution  from  producers,  national 
aid and  the  provisions to  be  adopted should the  Commm1ity  accede 
to  the  International Sugar Agreement. 
At  the  end of the  discussion,  the  Council instructed the 
Special  Committee  on  Agriculture  to  look into these  points 
more  closely.  It agreed to  discuss  the matter again at its 
next meeting in the light of the Opinions  due  to  be  received 
froiJ.  the  Europea..'l  Parliament  a..-rld  the  Economic  ru1d  Social 
Co:m:1i ttee in order to  reach  c.  decision  by  the  end  of the  ~rear  • 
11093  e/80  (Presse  158)  ac  • •  • /.  0. - 7 - 11.n,.8o 
USE  OF  HORMONES 
Following the  policy approach worlced  out at its previous 
meeting,  the Council  took note  of'  the  proposal  submitted to 
it by the  Cominission  for a  Regulation concerni:ng the use  of' 
substances  with a  hormonal  action and  those  having  a 
thyrostatic action in domestic  a.n.imals  (cattle,  pigs,  sheept 
goats,  domestic  solipeds  an.d  poultry)  and  the  presence of 
residues of such  substances in domestic  animals,  fresh meat 
and  fresh poultrymeat. 
The  Council decided to  consult  the  EuropeQn Parliament 
and  the  Eco~omic and  Social Committee  as  a  matter of urgency. 
It gave  instructions for the  proposal to  be  exQQined  by 
agricultural and veterina!J' experts  as  expe6.i  tiously as 
possible,  with delegationsl  comments  at this meeting being 
borne  in mind,  and  agreed  to  consider the matter again at 
its next meeting  in order to  reach a  decision as  soon as 
possible. 
11093  e/80  (Presse  158)  lbJr/BS/jb  ...  ; ... - 8  - 11,XI.80 
IMPORTS  OF  MANIOC 
The  Cmmcil  tooic note  of  a  report by Vice-President  GUNDELACH 
on  his recent  trip to Thailand and  on  negotiations he  condactcd 
· which led to  a  draft agreement  with Thaila.,n.d  on  the production, 
marketing end  trading of  manioco. 
SALE  OF  GOODS  ON  BOARD  VESSELS 
The  Council  toolc note  of the  statement  by  the Danish 
delegation  on  the  sale  of agricultural products,  butter in 
particular,  on  board vessels. 
P  OULTRYI'IIEAT 
At  the  request  of  the United. Kingdom  delegation,  the 
Co1mcil  turned its attention to certain matters concerning 
the health problens involved in trade in fresh  poul  tryr..c1eat. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council also  took note. of  a  statement  by  the 
United Kingdom  delega·~ion on  the  sluice-gate price for 
poultrymeat. 
11093  e/80  (Presse 158)  oll/BS/ch  .  ~ ./  .... - 9 - 11.XI.80 
SWINE  FEVER  l!..ND  ENZOOTIC  BOVINE  LEUCOSIS 
The  Cou_ncil  adopted  a  series of Directives  end Decisions 
on the harmonization of veterinary legislation in the Member 
States regarding swine  fever~  (1) 
The  measures  are  designed to  renC.er  and  keep  the 
territory of the Member  States of the  Community  free  from 
classical swine  fever by  introducing  a  classification system 
for swine  fever-free  areas  and  joint action to  totally 
eradicate the  disease  in the  areas where  it continues to 
occur.  The  joint action is expected to  cost  a  total of 
35  lli[EUA  over five  years  and  consists mainly  of reimbursing 
the  expenditure  incurred by the  need  to  slaughter the  pigs 
affected.  In addition to this 30  liillUA  is to  be  spent over 
five  years  to  eradicate African swine  fever  in Sardinia. 
The  provisions decicted upon  e.t  this meeting will enter 
into  force  by  1  July  1981  at the latest.  Until that date, 
Den.YD.ark,  I3:-eland  and  the United Kingdom  are  authorized to 
retain their domestic legislation on protection against 
swine  fever. 
Successful implementation of these  measures will permit 
free  movement  of the  anima.ls,  meat  and  products in question 
and will go  a  long way  towards  achieving one  of the  objectives 
of the  Treaty in this area. 
(1)  The  Irish delegation &greed  subject to  confirmation. 
11093  e/80  (Presse  158)  ell/BS/jb  ....  ; ... - 10  - 11 ,.XI ~80 
The  Council  a.iso  agreed to  the  incorporo..tion of the 
protective  measures  against  enzootic  bovine  leucosis into 
Directive  64/  432/EEC  on animal health problems affecting intrg,. · 
Cor.mru.nity  trade  ond  to  certain :provisional special arrangements 
and  the :possibility of application on  a  regional basis.  Those 
Member  States which,  when  this a::1endment  to  the  basic  Directive 
took effect  ( 1  Jcnuary  1 S81),  were not  imj_)lementing  a  mandatory 
national or regional prophylactic  programme  against  enzootic 
bovine  leucosis were nevertheless to introduce  a  minimum 
prograrrune  for  the  eradica-tion of the  disease  .. 
The  Council briefly discussed the  amended  propos~l for  a 
Regulation  on  the  connnon  orgrmization of the  rllc."trket  in ethyl 
?.lcohol  of agricultural or:Lgin. 
It agreed  to give  further consideration to  the  basic 
problems arising from  this proposal at its next meetingo  It also 
took note  of  -:1.  statement  by  the  Commission  on  the  submitting of 
the proposals necessary  to  frame  as  a  regulation the  Council's 
statement of  6-7  r,1ay  1980  concernL11.g. the  introduction of  e>cport. 
refunds  on  grain used in the  lll8..nufacture  of spirits (chiefly· 
whisky)  in due  course. 
11093  e/80  (Presse  158)  ac  I 
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-~Is CELLAl'mOUS  DECIS IOJJS 
The  Council  took note  of  the  final  estimates for  the  1978/1979 
wine  growing year,  as  placed before  the  Council  by  the  Corrunission  on 
18  September  1980. 
The  Council also  adopted in  the  official lrn1guages  of  the 
COlmnuni ties,  the  Regulations: 
- amending  ::i.egulEJ.tion  ( EEC)  Eo  337 /7S  on  the  co:J.Bon  organization of 
the  market  in wine  (extension for  2  years  of  t:l1e  derogation as 
regards  the use  of cation  exchange  resins in  tile  preparation of 
wine);  . 
- on  certain quality wines  originating in the  =1e:;ublic  of Austria, 
to  make  it possible  to  rele<:se  for direct  ~11..<:11c11  consumption in 
the  Community  certain wines  imported  from Austria having  a  total 
alcoholic  strength by  volume  exceeding  15;·~. 
In  addition,  the  Council  ado~ted in the official languages  of 
the  Communities,  the  Regul2.tions: 
- laying  dovvn  the  trade  arrangements  ap]_:;lica~.;le  to certain goods 
resulting  from  the  processing of agricultural  ~roducts; 
- fixing  the  qucmtities  of bs.sic  :_Jroducts  considered  to  have  been 
used in the  mru1ufacture  of suc?1  goods  and  ::u;1ending  Regulation  ( EEC) 
No  950/68  on  the  Common  Customs  Tariff; 
- ln.ying  down  general rules for granting  export  refunds  on  certain 
agricultural products  exported in  the  form  of goods not  covered 
by  fillllex  II  to  the  Treaty,  ond  the  criteria for fixing  the 
&~ount of such refunds. 
11 O<J3  e/80  (:'?resse  1 58)  ac  ...  / ... -II - 11 .::a. 80 
Finally,  the  Council  adopted,  in the  official languages  of  the 
Communities,  the  Regulation amending  Regulation  No  115/67/EEC  with 
regard to  the criteria for  determining  the  world market  price for oil-
seeds. 
The  Council adopted,  in the  official languages  of  the  Communities, 
the  Decisions concerning the 
11Schnell-Brttter-Kernkraftwerksgesellschaft--
mbH  (SBK)
11  joint undertaking  (amendment  of  the  Decision establishing 
the  joint undertaking and adaptation  of  the  tax advantages). 
In addition,  the  Council  adopted,  in the  official languages  of  the 
Communities  the  Decisions 
approving  a  Memorandum  of Understanding for  the  implementation  of 
a  European  research project  on  benthic  coastal ecology  (COST  pro-
ject  47); 
- amending  Decision  No  78/384/EEC  on  the  duration of  the  (research and 
development)  programme  for  pa~er and  board rP.cycling  (extension for 
one  year). 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of  the  Communities, 
the  Regulation  temporarily  suspending  the  autonomous  Common  Customs 
Tariff duties  on  certain industrial products. 
11 093  e/80  (Presse  1 58)  roo/S:MS/ch  .  ..  ; ... -III - 11.XI.80 
The  Council adopted,  in the  official languages of the  Communities, 
the  decisions: 
authorizing the  prolongation or tacit renewal of certain trade 
agreements  concluded  between member  States  and  third countries; 
authorizing the tacit renewal  or  continued operation of certain 
treaties of friendship,  commerce  and  navigation and  similar 
agreements  concluded between member  States  and  third countries. 
In addition,  the Council  adopted,  in the  official languages  of 
the  Communities,  the  Decision authorizing the  Commission  to  open 
negotiations with India and Bangladesh for the  adjustment of the 
Agreements  vvi th those  countries on trade  in jute  products  to  take 
account  of the  accession of Greece  to  the  Europe~~ Communities. 
The  Council  adopted  in the  official languages  of the  Communities, 
the negotiating directives to  the  Commission  for the  conclusion of an 
agreement between the European Economic  Community  and Portugal,  in the 
form  of an exchange  of letters,  on the  implementation of pre-accession 
aid for Portugal  (see  press release  10098/80  (Presse  133)  of 
7  October  1980). 
In addition,  the  Council  adopted,  in the official languages  of 
the  Communities,  the  Regulations  opening,  allocating and  providing 
for  the  administration of Community  tariff quotas  for Verde  and  Dao 
wines  falling vnthin heading  ex  22.05  of the  Common  Customs  Tariff, 
originating in Portugal  (1980/1981). 
11093  e/80  (Pre sse  158")  rob/m:!S/ jb  •••  / ••• -IV- 11 .XI. 80 
For its ovvn  part,  the  Council  signified its agreement  to  the 
draft Decision  of  the  ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers  on  the  inclusion 
of Kiribati  on  the list of  least-developed ACP  States and  on  the 
list of  island ACP  States. 
The  Council  took note  of the  Commission  report  on  the  adminis-
tration of financial  and technical  co-operation in 1979 under 
Decision  76/568/EEC  on  the  association  of  the  overseas  countries and 
territories. 
The  Council  appointed,  on  a  proposal  from  the Netherlands 
Government,  Drs  Th.  DE  KEULENAAR,  Directeur van  de  Directie Voortgezet 
Onderwi j s  Werkende  Jeugd,  Ministerie van  Onderwi j s  en  Wetenschappen, 
as  an  alternate member  of the Advisory  Committee  on  vocational 
training,  in place of Drs  w.H.  WEEKENBORG,  alternate member  who  has 
resigned,  until such  time  as the  members  of  the  Committee  are 
replaced. 
The  Council  also appointed,  on  a  proposal from  the  Danish 
Government,  Mr  A.R.  1~CKINTOSH,  Professor at the H.C.  ¢RSTED  Institute, 
as  a  merriber  of the  Scientific  and  Technical  Committee,  in place  of 
Mr  H.  JENSEN,  member,  who  has  resigned,  for  the  remainder  of  the 
latter's term  of  office,  which  nL~s until  31  March  1983. 
11093  e/80  (Presse  158)  rob/SMS/ch  ...  / ... - v -
11.XI.80 
Finally,  the  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the  Communities, 
the Decision appointing members  and  alternate members  of the  Committee  of the 
European Social FUnd  for the  period 10  November 1980  - 9 November 1982: 
1 •  GOVERNMENT  REPRESENTATIVES 
Belgium 
Denmarlc 
Gennany 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
(a)~=!!!~~ 
Mr J. DENYS 
Mr H.  BOSERUP 
Dr. R.  l!lliLLER 
Mr J.P. MINGASSON 
Mr P.  LEONARD 
Mr G.  MIGLIUOLO 
Ivlr  R.  SCHINTGE:N 
Mr W.A.  RENARDEL 
de  LAVALETTE 
lllr A.  ANDRE 
Mrs B. KONDRUP 
Dr. s.  SCHUMM 
Mr J .-c.  SOMMA! HE 
Mr J .A.  AGNI5W 
Mr A.  GALLO 
Mr Y.  Mll:RSCH 
Mr P.  HOOGLAND 
United Kingdom  Mr W.R.B.  ROBINSON  Mr I.A.W. FAIR 
2.  REPRESENTATIVES  OF  ElilPLOYERS'  ORGANIZA.TIONS 
Belgium  Mr D.  DE  NORRE  Mr R.  DUSSENNE 
Denmark  Mr H.S.  GHRIS'IENSEN  l•1rs  B.  JOHANSEN 
Ge:nnany  Dr.  M.  HAUSHOEER  Dr.  W.D.  LINDNER 
France  Mr J.F.  RETOURNARD  Mr B.  CARON 
Ireland  Mr J •  DAVIS  Mr c.  POWER 
Italy  Dott. c.  POLITI  Avv.  G.  CAPECCHI 
Luxembourg  Mr L.  JUNG  .Mr  A.  ROlERT 
Netherlands  Mrs· Mr.  c.  HAK  Mr J .s.H.  HUIJlEN 
United Kingdom  Mr M.  Ill.ORTON  Mr M.F  •  DOWNING 
11093  e/80  (Presse  158)  ac 
Mr P •  CHEVRE:MONT 
Mr M.  :FENGER 
Dr.  G.  FAUST 
Mr M.  RAMOND 
Mr J.  SWEENEY 
Dr. de  ANGELIS 
Mr A.  SCHROEIER 
Mr J .w.s.  PABON 
Mr G.R.  WILSON 
Mr G.  OTI'ENBOURGHS 
Mr N.J.  HANSEN 
Mr R. ElERT 
Mr C.  AMIS 
Mr c.  MACNAMARA 
Mrs M.I.I. DELLA  MOTTA 
Mr M.  SAU:JER 
Mrs  G.A.  DE  LANGE 
lVIr  J •  SCA'IES 
ooo/oill• -VI- 11.XI.8o 
3.  TRADE  UNION  REPRESEN1'ATIVES 
(a) l-iembers  (b)  Alternate  M~mbers 
Belgium  Mr  J .M.  VANDERMEEREN  Mr  R.  VAN  DEPOELE  Mr  A.  COLLE 
Denmark 
··~·················  Mr  P.  NIELSEN  WJX  H.  HINRICH 
Germany  Dr u.  ENGELllN- KEFER  Mr  F.  KEMPF  Mr  H.H.  HUBBERT 
France  Mr  J.  TESSIER  Mr  B.  DIZIER  Mr  A.  FAESCH 
Ireland  Mr P.  CARDIFF  Mr  D.  NEVIN  MrD.MURPHY 
Italy  Mr A.  MINIUTTI  Prof.  P.  CRAVERI  Mr  E.  VERCELLINO 
Luxembourg  Mr J.  CASTEXJNARO  Mr  H.  DUNKEL  Mr  R.  MERTEN 
Netherlands  Mr  G.N.M.  COMMANDEUR  Mr D. H.  GRASMAN  Mr  H.  WEGG ELAAR 
United Kingdom  Mr  W.H.  KEYS  Mr  K.  GRAHAM  Mr  F.A.  BAKER 
11093  e/80  (Presse  158)  rob/SMS/jb COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
11305/8"0  (Presse  165) 
667th meeting of the  Council 
- Fisheries -
Brussels,  17  and  18  November  1980 
President:  Il1r  Paul  HELMDTGER, 
Presse  165  - G 
State Secretary,  Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs,  Foreign Trade  and 
Co-operation of the Grand Duchy  of Luxembourg 
•••  /  0  0. - 2  - 17/18oXI.80 
The  Governments  of the l'.:ember  States and the  Commission  of 
the Europeari  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
].§];g,i~: 
I~r  Albert  LA VENS 
Denmark:  -------
Mr  Foul  DALSAGER 
Mr  J~rgen HERTOFT 
.Q~!!!!~;y: 
Mr  Josef ERTL 
Mr  Hans-JUrgen  ROHR 
France: 
l\Ir  Daniel  HOEFFEL 
Ireland: 
r,~r  Patrick POWER 
It~!;y: 
Hr Aristide  Gill/NELLA 
~~3~!!!!29.~Eg: 
J';Ir  Paul  HEii.TINGER 
Hinister of Agriculture and for 
Small  Firms  and  Traders 
l!Tinister for Fisheries 
State Secretary, 
Min~stry of Fisheries 
Federal  ~:~inister for Food, 
Agriculture and Forestry 
State Secretary, 
Federal  ~Hnistry of Food, 
Agriculture  and Forestry 
Minister for Transport 
Minister for Fisheries 
State Secretary, 
i'iinistry of  Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
i:Iinistry of  Foreign Affairs 
11305  e/80  (PressP.  165)  hip/PB/ep  ...  ; ... Nether  lands~  ___  .no.  .....  .....,. ___  _. ... ~ 
Mr  Gcrri  t  BR.l\KS 
Uni  te~l  Kino;dom~ 
-.-<>.r.-a.~-...,.~  ........  -~,_,·_'rl.j__.._._ 
mr  .Pei t;r·  ':i.A.Ll:ER 
Mr  George  YOUN:}:CR 
mr  .Alick  BUCH.ANAN-SfUTH 
Commission: 
oL>'f'  :..~.~-~'"""""""""··-------
Mr  Finn  Olav  GUNDEL.ACH 
0 
- 3  ·~  17/18.,XI.,80 
m·inister of Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
~~inister of Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Se0retary of State for  Scotland 
Minister of  State~ 
!!1inistr,;.r  of Ag:::·iculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Vice-President 
0 
0 
Also  participated as  observer: 
Greece:  _,... ___ _ 
J..':r  Chrysostomos  KARAPIPERIS 
0 
State Secretary, 
ministry of .Agriculture 
0 
0 
1; 305  e/80  (:Presse  165)  hip/PB/e~J  • • o/ •  ·:t  • - 4- 18.XI.80 
FISHERIES  POLICY 
The  Co~tncil held a  thorough discussion on the  distribution 
of the  cs.tch  quots.s  of fish stocks c.vailable  to the  Colilillt1ni ty 
in 1980  and related issues,  including access to fishing zones 
in particular.  At  the  close  of its discussion it agreed to 
suspend its proceedings to allow the  Commission  Rnd  the 
Presidenc;r to  pursue  the  contacts necessary with the Thiember 
States with a  view to preparing for the  resu...-nption  of the 
Council's discussions under the best possible  conditions,  on 
the basis of the amendments  v1hich  needed to  be  nk'1de  to  the 
Commission's original proposals. 
The  CoUncil also held a  brief exchange  of views  on 
current  pro~Tess regardli~g structural policy,  on the basis 
of the  interim report  from the  Chairmon of the  Pcr~anent 
Representatives _Coomittee.  The  delegations most  concerned 
were  thus able  to  outline their requirements  and  indicate 
their hopes  as regards  developments  in this essential aspect 
of the  common  fisheries policy. 
The  Council instructed the PerTimnent  Represent~tives 
Committee  to pursue its work on the natter so  that a  decision 
on this issue  could be  taken in the  wider context  of a 
decision on fisheries before  the  end of the year. 
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The  Council also  took note of the proposal submitted bJr 
the Commission for the  common  organization of the market  in 
fis~ery products. 
The  aim of this series of proposed measures is to 
establish a  common  organization of the market  involving 
marketing St8Jldards,  arrangements for prices  and trade with 
third countries,  and  common  rules regarding competition. 
The  Council  agreed to  instruct the Permanent Representa-
tives Committoe to  examine  the  proposal in question so  thet.t 
the  Council  could hold  a  substantive discussion on this matter 
in the near future. 
In the  context of the discussions  on the external 
aspects of the  common  fisheries  policy, the  Council  decided 
to  sign the  Convention on  Future Multilateral Co-operation 
in North-East Atlantic Fisheries  (NEAFC). 
Furtherflore, it took note of the  Commission  communication 
on the new  Convention on the  conservation of Antarctic marine 
resources. 
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COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
11304/00  (Presse  164) 
668th r.1eeting  of the  Council 
- Economics/Finance  -
Brussels,  17  November  1980 
President:  I'.Tr  Jacqueo  SANTER, 
l\Jinister for Pinance 
of the  Grand  Duchy  of Luxembourg - 2  - 17.XI.80 
The  Governments  of the Member  States and  the  Commission 
of the  Europeo.n  Cor:ununi ties were  represented  El.s  follows: 
~~!~!~: 
Mr  Po.ul  NOTERDiL'EI'.1E  il.rnb ass  ado r, 
Permc.nent  Representative 
Mr  Ivar Nj£1RGI:...ll.RD  minister for Economic  Affairs 
rHr  Manfred  L.!UINSTEIN  State  Secreta~r, 
Federal Ministry of  Fi~'lance 
France: 
rtrr  REno  1'/IONORY  Minister for  the  Economy 
Ire1rmd: 
Mr  Michael 0 'KEI"i"NEDY  Minister for Finance 
Mr  Nino  ANDREATTA  Minister for the Treasury 
!!~~:!?2.~~: 
Mr  Jacques  SANTER  Minister for Finance 
]l,~r  Ernest  LTili-ILEN  State Secretary for Finance 
Netherle.nds:  ------
Minister for Finance 
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------·--~r~~---
r!ir  Fr~:.n;;ois~Xavier OHTOJ.,I 
0 
Attendin{;  2.0  :::m  observer: 
l:'lr  I-,liltiadis  EVETIT 
0 
3 
0 
0 
17.XI.GO 
Financial  Sec:;.,etcr.;r  to  the 
Treasury 
Vice-President 
0 
I:Ii;.1ister for the  Economy 
0 
The  neeting was  also  s,ttended by: 
l!Ir  Jeru1·-Yves  HABEREH 
I::r  F'. W.  RUTTEN 
Hr  Eril<:  HOJ?Fl\'IEYER 
0 
Chairmc:c:."l  of the  ~Ionstary 
Committee 
Chairmon of the  Economic 
Polic:y  Committee 
Chairman  of the  Co1~ittee 
of the  Govel~!ors of the 
Central  BenJ:::s 
0  0 
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iJ!!ENDMEN,.r  0]'  THE  :NIECHllNISI\II  Ii'OR  COT-:'ll'll.UNITY  LOANS 
The  Council heard  :1  stc.tement by mr  ORTOLI,  Vice-Presi<lent 
of the  Commission,  presenti~1g the latter's proposal to  amend 
the  mechc.:.nism  for  Co:mi'llU..'I'J.ity  loans. 
This  proposal is a  follow-up  to  the  policy debate  on 
recycling problems  which the  Council held at its last meeting, 
on  20  October,  on  the basis of a  report from  the Monetary 
Committee. 
The  Council instructec the PermaLent Representatives 
Committee  to  examine  the  Conm1ission  proposal 2nd  to  submit 
its report to  the  Council o.fter receiYing and.  examining the 
Europee~ ~arliament~s Opinion. 
PREJ?illill.TION  OF  THE  EUROPE.t.N  COUNCIL 
The  Council held  an  exchGngc  of views  on the  economic, 
financial  an.d  Monetary issues likelJr to be  raised 2.t  the 
forthcoming meeting of the  European Council,  in Luxembourg 
on  1  and  2  December. 
ENERGY  fiND  ECONOMIC  POLICY 
After heo.ril'l..g  a  short  cow.rnunication  from 
Vice-Freside':'t  ORTOLI,  the  Council  instructed the Permanent 
Representatives· Committee  to  continue  examining the Commission 
co:m:municatioJ.'l  on  energy and  economic  policy  • 
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EXPOTIT  CREDITS 
In order to give  the  Con111ission  additional directives for 
the forthcoming meetine  of the Participants in the  Arrangement 
on  Guidelines for  export  credits,  to  be  held in Paris on 
26,  27  end  28  November  on  the  amendment  of  the Arrnngemont, 
the  Co\mcil  approved the  follo~~ng text: 
In order to  bring the  terms  of  the  Arrangement  on 
export  credits closer to current market  conditions  2nd  to 
reduce  distortions in export  competition while  recotp.1izing 
the differentiated treatment  of  developing  countries  (1) 
the  Council agrees: 
1.  to propose  to  the Parties to  the  "Consensus",  as  a..'1 
itumediate  measure,  raising the minimum  rates by: 
1.0%  (category I) 
1.0%  (Category II) 
0.6%  (Category III) 
2.  Before  the  end  of  1981,  during  the  annual 
review  of the  operation  of the  Arrru1gement,  the  Council 
will hold  an  exchange  of  views  on  the fixing  of minimum 
interest rates and will  continue its efforts to  ensure 
that  an  arrangement is introduced which is in keeping 
with  the  objectives outlined in Venice. 
c1)  See  point  21  of  the  OECD  Communique  of 3/4 June  1980 and 
point  32  of  the  Ve11ice  Communique  of  22/23  June  1 gSo. 
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OTHER  DECISIONS 
In the  context  of  Conmunity  aid to  the  victims  of  the 
recent  earthquake in Algeria,  the  Council  approved the 
emergency  action proposed by  the  Co~nission to grant Algeria 
food  aid consisting of  450  tonnes  of legumes  and foodstuffs 
for children. 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the Directive  on  statistical returns  on  the  trans-
port  of goods  by  inland vvaterways  (see Press Release  8171/80 
(Presse  94)  of  24.VI.80). 
The  Council granted the  consultation pursuru1t  to 
Article  53  of  the  ECSC  Treaty,  requested by  the  Commission, 
on  a  draft  Commission  Decision authorizing the  Chamber  of 
Coal  Traders  and  the National  Coal  Board to  establish an 
equalization fund  to  reduce  the price  of anthracite  and 
anthracite briquettes imported from  the  Community  and  from 
third countries. 
L  ' 
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On  a  proposal  from  the Italian Government,  the  Council 
appointed Dr  Costante  BENIGNI  as  a  member  of  the  Economic  end 
Social  Committee  to  replace rJr  Umberto  CECONI,  member,  who  has 
resigned,  for  the  remainder  of  the latterts term  of  office, 
i.e. until 18  September 1982. 
The  Council also  appointed,  on  a  proposal  from  the 
United Kingdom  Gove:rnment,  l;h"  Oliver TYNAN,  Department  of 
Employment,  Work  Research Unit,  as  an alternate member  of the 
Administrative  Board of the European Fom1dation for the 
Improvement  of  Living  and  Working  Conditions to replace 
}.~ F.  GALE,  alternate member,  who  has resigned,  for  the 
remainder  of  the latter's term  of  office,  i.e. until 
16  March  1980. 
Lastly,  on  a  pr'oposal  from  the  French Government,  the 
Council  appointed :nr  Pierre  REYNAUD,  as  a  member  of  the 
Advisory  Committee  of  the  Euratom  Supply Agency  to replace 
Mr  KAYSEH,  member,  who  has resigned,  for the  remainder of the 
latter's term of office,  i.e. until  28  march  1981. 
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11344/80  (Presse  169) 
669th Council meeting 
- Development  Co-operation -
Brussels,  18  November  1980 
President:  l.Ir  Paul HELL:nw::m 
State  Secretary 
li[inistry of Foreign Affair-s,  Foreign Trade 
and  Co-operation of the Grand Duchy  of Luxembourg - 2  - 18.XI.80 
The  Governments  of the I.Iember  Stat.es  and  the  Commission 
of the European  Communi ties 'i:ere represented as follows: 
~~!!£~: 
I\lr  Daniel  CO ENS 
;Q~§:!:!s= 
Mr  Gunnar  RIBERHOLDT 
Q~!]!§;Xl~: 
Mr  Alwin  BRUCK 
E!:.¥1...£~ 
t~r Pierre BERNARD-REYIEOND 
Ireland:  -------
t•Tr  Tom  NOLAN 
I!fl:!l: 
mr  Aristide  GUNNEJ.;LA 
r,~inister for  Development 
Co-operation 
Ambassador, 
Permanent  Representative 
?arliamentary State Secretary, 
Federal Tiiinistry of 
Economic  Co-operation 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
IHnister of  State at the 
Department  of Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
1:'.Iinistry of Foreign Affairs 
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Netherlands:  ------...---
Mr  J.  de  KONING 
United Kingdom: 
1\I:r  Neil  111ARTEN 
C  omnri. s si  on:  ___  __......_ __ _ 
Hr  Claude  CHEYSSON 
0 
- 3  - 18.XI.80 
0 
State  Secretary, 
Ministry  of Foreign Affairs 
Ministe:r for Development 
Co-operati.on 
Minister  of  State, 
Fo:reign  and  Commonwealth  Office 
Member 
0 
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NORTH-SOUTH  DIALOGUE 
On  the basis of an  introductory statement  by  Mr  CHEYSSON,  Member 
of the  Commission,  the  Council held a  general  exchange  of views  on 
the  progress  of the North-South Dialogue with  particular reference to 
the negotiations currently taking place in New  York  in the  context of 
the XXXVth  General  Assembly  regarding the launching of a  new  round  of 
global negotiations. 
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FOLLOW-UP  TO  THE  DEBATE  BY  THE  EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT  ON  HUNGER  IN  THE 
WORLD 
In the light of the  Resolution on hunger in the world adopted by 
the  European Parliament  on  18  September  1980,  the  Council applauded 
the  proceedings of the Parliament  and  held an extensive  discussion on 
the basis of a  Commission  communication,  at the  close  of which it 
adopted the Resolution attached as Annex  I  below. 
In this connection,  the  Council also  discussed the  specific 
issue  of food  aid,  after which it also adopted  a  Resolution  (Annex  II) 
enabling the  Community  to make  multiannual  commitments  for the benefit 
of recipient  countries and to use  a  proportion of the  food aid to 
create  security stocks in one  or more  recipient  countries. 
The  Council  concluded its proceedings by  agreeing to  continue  its 
examination of the  problem of hunger  in the  world at its forthcoming 
meetings,  in particular on the basis of the  Commission's  studies and 
proposals. 
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FINANCIAL  AND  TECHNICAL  AID  TO  NON-ASSOCIATED  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES 
The  Council noted that there were  no  technical objections to 
the financing programme  for  1980  proposed by the  Commission in the 
context of the general guidelines approved  by the  Council in 
October  1979.  However,  some  delegations withheld their formal  assent 
to  the  programme  pending approval  of the framework  Regulation on 
financial  and technical aid to  the non-associated developing 
countries,  which is at  present under  discussion by the  General Affairs 
Council. 
The  1980  programme  totals  138  ~1TEUA,  shared between 36  items 
(projects  and  programmes)  involving  15  countries  and  9  agencies. 
The  main priority sectors are irrigation (30.2  MEUA), 
agricultural production  ( 27.1  MEUA),  marketing infrastructures 
( 14  MEUA)  and  animal  pro duct  ion  ( 11 • 7  MEUA) •  Co-financing,  in 
particular that with the Member  States,  is growing steadily.  Special 
attention was  paid to  regional projects. 
Subject to  the  same  qualifications as  above,  the  Council 
reached  a  consensus  on the technical  aspects of the general  guide-
lines to  be  followed  by the  Commission when  drawing up  the  1981 
financing  programme. 
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These  guidelines for the most  part broadly match the  criteria 
used when  drawing up  previous  programmes:  priority is given to  the 
poorest non-associated developing countries and to  the  most  deprived 
groups  in those  countries,  as well as to the rural sector in the 
broadest  sense;  aid must basically be  aimed at  improving the living 
conditions of the  poorest  groups  in society in the  recipient  countries 
and  in particular at  improving food  supplies. 
The  Council has also made  prov1s1on for a  certain amount  of aid 
to  sectors other than the  rural sector (particularly in favour  of 
regional projects)  and the  possibility of opening the way  to certain 
energy  projects. 
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ENCOURAGEI:'IENT  OF  EUROP3AN  INVESTMENT  IN  THE  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES 
The  Council held an  exchange of views  on the  encouragement  and 
protection of European investment  in the  developing  countries,  at 
the  end  of which it approved the guidelines  given in Annex  III for 
the approach on  investments to  be  followed  by the  Community  during 
negotiations with  developing  countries or groups  of such countries. 
RELATIONSHIP  BETWEEN  THE  COii:1'IUNITY' S  DEVELOPI'IIENT  CO-OPERATION  POLICY 
AND  ITS  OTHER  POLICIES 
The  Council held a  general  exchange  of views  on this matter, 
and  concluded by instructing the  Permanent Representatives  Committee 
to  continue  to  consider the matter in the light of the day's 
discussions. 
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COUNCIL  RESOLUTION: 
Follow-up  to  the  debate  by  the  3uropean Parliament 
on  hunger in  the  ·:rorld 
In the light of the Resoh<.tion  of the  European  Parliament,  ·::hose 
proceedings it applauded,  the  Council  held  a~ extensive  discussion, 
on  the basis of the  Commission  communication,  on  the  problem  of 
hunger  in the  world,  at  the  end  of •..vhich  it adoptee  the  following 
Resolution: 
1.  The  Council,  noting that  world hunger constitutes  one  of 
the  fundamental  problems  facing  mankind.  and  accordingly requires 
special  efforts  to  deal  wii:;h  it,  subscribes  to  the  anproach that 
the  problem  should be  tackled  and  solutions  to it sought  under 
its various  aspects  ( relaticms  between  developing  anc.  industrialized 
countries,  development  of agricultural  and.  rural production in the 
developing  countries,  food  aid,  consistenc;)r between  Community 
agricultural  and  commercial  policy  on  the  one  he..nd  and  development 
co-operation policy  on  the  other)  in  vie~ of their interdependence. 
2.  The  Council  confirri',s  the  nrominee1.ce  '·:hich  the  Communi t;'{ 
intends  to give  to  the  theme  of  food  and  agriculture at  the global 
negotiations  once  the;;r  begin;  once  the negotiations have  been  opened 
the  Community  will  put  forward  proposals  on  the various  agenda 
items  to  be  approved  for  the  subject,  thereby  endeavouring  to live 
up  to  the  expectations generated  by  its initiative regarding this 
agenda. 
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3.  The  Council is pleased to note that,  according to 
current  pro[rarr~ing prospects,  a  substantial  share  of the 
financial  and  technical  a.id  resources  provided  for in the 
Lome  Convention is earmarked  for agricultural  and  rural 
development  projects and  hopes in this co<mection that  projects 
for improving  the  food  situatioh will  be  given a  prominent 
place.  It  also  :onfirms that  the  fiuancial  and  technical 
a.id  for non-associated developing  countries  should  go  as 
a  m8.tt er of priority to  agricultural  and  rural  development 
·9ro j ect  s  and  in })articular to  ir:.provin.g  the  food  situation. 
It  expresses  the  wish that this  form  of aid may  contribute still 
further to  the  campai{p  against  hunger in the  world, 
particularly in the  case  of the  r.:ost  d.epri  ved  cou..'1tries. 
!;.  The  Council  emphnsizes  the  fundamental  role,  acknowledged 
by  the  L::ernational  coiilll!uni ty,  of  the  e::forts which r.1ust 
be  made  by  the developing  countries  to  incorporate  agricultural 
and  rural  development  activities in sui  table national  food 
stratecies affording greater food  security,  especially for 
~~he  most  deprived  l10pulations.  The  Council  therefore  supports 
any action which  can  be  undertaken '.'li thin the  resources 
D.vailable  to assist  those  countries v1hich  so  desire  to  define 
and  implement  such  strategies. 
'I'he  Council  stresses in this connection the  importance 
of closer inter:ratior1 of  the  agricultural  sector in national 
jevelopr:lent  pla.."ls  end  of measures  aimed  in particular at: 
- ~y;~  ~:.2r  auar.:·tatio:l  of land  ownership  structures; 
introduction of  a  policy  cuaranteeing profitable  p:L~ico':: 
s.t  ·:,;roducer  level; 
- crec::.t.lon  or  a·upro;,riate  rural  credj_t  schemes; 
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- the  improvement  of marketing and  distribution conditions 
to  facilitate the  access of all classes of the  population 
to  the available food; 
- the  development  of advisory  capacity  and  structures; 
- greater participation by  the  populations  concerned in the 
formulation  and  implementation of activities in this area. 
5.  The  Council  stressed the  importance  of developing  research 
capacity  geared in particular to  food  agriculture in the 
developing countries  ~~d of ensuring  complementarity  between 
the activities of  research centres in the  Cormnunity  and  the 
efforts undertaken in this area  by  developing countries. 
6.  The  Council  hopes that  satisfactory solutions will  soon 
emerge  from  the  work  now  in progress in the  relevant  international 
bodies  on  financial  assistance to agricultural development  in 
developing  countries  ~~d on  formulas  to  finance  the  imports 
of countries faced  with insurmountable  food  difficulties 
caused  by  the  increase  in the  cost  of importing food. 
7.  The  Council  endorses the  view Lihat  food  aid  ought  to 
be: 
- better administered to  increase its effectiveness; 
- seen as a  development  assistance instrument,  especially 
in the  agricultural  and  rural  sectors,  allowing activities 
in this area to  be  better combined  with the  development 
programmes  or projects of these  countries; 
- better adapted to  the nutritional needs  of developing countries. 
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- aclopted  a  ?..esolution an  the.:  use  of  Community  foo6.  aid  to 
attain food  se.curity  obj.ec-tiv-es  in the  deve'lo:ping countries, 
which  deals  in  particu.:J:ai"  \vitll the rm.l:It:ia:nl'i\;A;al  pro·grarr!.''Iiing 
of fo.Qd  aid s.ncf the  crea:bjjQ!tl:  o.f  s:trategic  stocks  in one 
or tr:ore. beneficiary c.o.un>trl:..es;. 
- stressed the.t it considers; tt ess·enti.al tnat  eff.orts  be 
cont,inued for the  adopti.on. wit:nout.  delay of' the  fra.Yilev/Ork 
Re2:1-q_atism  to  covern  th±sr.:  entire a:rea,  m~Q;ud'ing· the 
:poss1.bil1.tYi of the:: .Ccnmuu.n:it:w  supplying food aid in -products 
other than tho.se  provided at present. 
0.  The  Council  confirms  the  in1portance  it attaches  to  . 
increasing world  food  soecurity.  It emphasizes  that the  two 
components  of the  International  \";'heat  Agreen:ent  (~:'l'heat  Trade 
Convention  and  Food  Aid  Convention)  are  equally essential to 
r.~chieve this objective.  It accordingly  confirms  that the 
Cor:Jm,L."li ty is  rei,:dy  to use its best  endeavours  to  enaole  thE 
ner:otiations  for  the  new  Wheat  Trade  Convention  to  be  resumed 
e.s  soon  as  possible  and  to  be  concluded  in such  a  way  that the 
r.c~vantage of porticipc.tion in the  Convention by  the 
developing cotmtries is  taken into  account.  It points  out 
that  a  positive outccme  on  this n;atter  would  make  it easier 
to  extend the  ne•:r  Food  Aid  Convention beyond  30  June  1981 • 
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9.  The  Coun·~il  confirn:s  its concern to  seelc  the 
;;reo.test  coJ::.sl~:~t :cncy  betv.'een  the  Communi  t~r' s  intel'nal  2nd 
extenwl rJclic:::s  &nd  its  develo~x::ent  aid.  policy.  It notes 
that  th.::  Com!1is2:Lr:::.  ';)lans  to  co:; 21J.ct  a  survey  of  the 
relr~tionshipu  08twcen  Cor:·un1.mi ty  C:evelopment  aid policy, 
a,s;rico;ltural  ~~o.Ucy  rmd  trade in <:,:;ricultural  products. 
10.  Ths  Council  intends  to  conti::me  its efforts to  r.1ake 
a  greater cm•tributicm to  the  fit::·.·ht  against  hunt:;er  in the 
r;orld with the  intention in particular of deploying with 
the  ·u.t!;'nst  eli  cct:;_ v enesE  the  finor1cial  resources  available 
to  the  Comrrruni  t~r. 
11.  J:'he  Coi.illcil  is resolved  to  continue  examinin~ the 
;;robler:l  of  hu.J'Lt~e·c  in the  vrorlc:i.  at its forthcoming meetings, 
notably  in  t11e  l iro:1:t  of  the  stud.i es  and  proposals  by  the 
Comf.:ission. 
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COUNCIL  RESOLUTION  ON  THE  USE  OF  COUMUNil'Y 
FOOD  AID  TO  ATTAIN. FOOD  SECURITY  OBJECTIVES  Di 
THE  DEVELOPING  COUNTRThS 
The  Council, 
Whereas  Community  food  aid must contribute to the  economic 
~ 
nnd  social development  of recipient  count~ies, while at 
the  s~de time raising_their r-utritional standards; 
. 
Whereas  development  operations financed  throu&h food  aid 
must  be  properly planned,  y:hich requires gua.rcmteed 
financial  continuity; 
Whereas  such operations must  be  able to form  a  significant 
contribution to projects  ~inanced by  the  Co~~ity, its 
Member  States or intePl"latior:al  orga.."lizations,  as  the  case 
may  be,  Yrith  the  aim of furthering world food  security; 
Whereas  in the fight  against hunger in the world certain 
developil1g countries  are now  establishing food strategies 
with the aid of bilateral donors,  includL"lg CoJDLJUni. ty 
Member  Stctes,  or inten1ational orgenizations; 
Whereas  the  Co~"lity should,  where  appro~riate,  support 
the  developing  countries'  endeavours,·in  p~rticular when  they 
have  proposed  suitable  food  sjra~egy ~lans; 
) 
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Whereas  certain  develo~Ji  !lg countries na.\l'e  asked  for food  aid 
eo  thct  fcJd  oecurity  stocks may  be  constituted;  whereas  the 
creetim! of such  stock.=:  in the  developing cou.."ltries,  where 
appropriate  ~lso on  a  regional basis,  could  be  an  effective 
instrument  of food  security;  whereas  the  Community  could 
help  establish  such  ?n  instrument  by  providing that  food  aid 
may  be us8d for this purpose; 
Whereas  the  multiannual  aid programming  and the  constitution 
of security  stocks  in the recipient  countries are only  two 
aspects  of the  v1or~ in progress  to  ir.l::_)rove  food  aid policy 
and  m<i1'1agement;  whereas it is therefore  essential that efforts 
be  continued with  a  viev1  to  the  adopti-on  v.ri thout  delay of the 
framework  itegulation intended  to govern this  entire matter, 
Has  aareed  as  follows~ 
1~  ~ood aid  p~ogT23mes may  include,  as well  as annual 
alloc~tions,  amounts  that  ~re covered  by  multi-annual 
commitments  to recipient aountries,  on  the understanding 
that  such  quantitie9 are in no  way  additional  and must not 
re-present  m·Jre  than  ::..  reasonable  proportion of the aid ; 
'."/here  budgetc..ry  resources  permit,  these multi-
' 
~"lu~l  commitments  x~y be  ap,rovec  for  countries whiCh: 
- have  ~  suitab~e food  strntegy which receives aid from 
bilateral donors,  including  Community  .. :ember States or 
international organizations  and  has,  for  exam~le,  the 
combGting  of post-harvest  losses as  one  of its objectives; 
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['nd/or under"GcLce  to  use  food  ai  cl  'l'."lti  t:t;8  cc:  .. ;r:: terpart  fund~.:; 
obtained tiJrough  food  oj.d  ::.s  a  parallel  co::: tri  bu tion  to  those 
from  Comraw:it:y  funds  (under  the  3DP  or :.rticle  S·3C  of  the 
general  budget  of  the  Euro~Jean  Communi ties;  aid  to non-associated 
develoninr~ countries)  or  funds  alloc~ted ;.u::.der  the  budget  of 
:-::.  :.~em  her :Ha-'ue  for  t:C,e  i;.1)lemen tat  ion  of s::ecific  development 
projects  or  o)erations; 
and/or undertake  1  food  security  :r.rogr:-.:.:.T·.1e  in conjunction 
with international organizations. 
2.  Although  food  :1id  is  ::n~edominantly inte;-"ded  to  meet  the 
urgent  food  req_uirements  of the  developing co'lmtries,  a  sraall 
oroportion of  Comxnuni ty  food  aid in the  for:j  of cereals may  be 
supplied  on  a  case-by-case  ')2.sis  to  one  or :·.1ore  developing 
cmm tries,  Wll.ere  ap~Jropriate also  on  a  regi  onc:.l  basis,  to  build 
up  security stocks  for  emergency  situations.  Use  of food  aid 
~o1·  this purpose  will  be  subject  to  the  following  conditions: 
(u}  the  c<·eation  of stocks  u·~lst  be  part of  ~,~  well-defined  soci:.:;.ll~r 
usefuJ snd  economically  sound  food  security  prograx:une; 
( t) whiia  other  ap:;:;roaches  v1iJ.l  not  be  ruled out,  particulg_r 
attention will  be  given  to  supplies  intended to  form  the 
basis  of a  stock building  S.'.'stem  set u·9  vii th  Community  funds. 
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INVESTl\1ENT 
Guidelines  approved  by the  Council 
1.  The  search for a  common  approach with regard  to  the  encourage-
ment  of European  investment in the  develo~ing countries  should be 
seen as  u  meru~s of complementing  and  reinforcing national measures 
and  not  as  a  substitute for  them.  National spheres of  competence 
thus remain intact. 
V.'h2.tever  solution might  be  ado:pted  should be  so  designed  2.s 
not  to  conflict with existing national agreements  or the  practical 
possibility of Member  States  subsequentl~r concluding  internation.:.l 
agreements  in this area. 
2.  In vievr of the  principles set forth in paragraph  1,  the 
Communi  t~r  should raise  in principle  the  subject of investment in 
the  negotiations with developing  countries or groups  thereof with 
the  aim  of having  a  clause  included  in the  agreements  to  be 
concluded v:i th those  countries. 
3.  Although the  content  and  final wor6ing  of the  clause  in eacn 
specific  case  may  vary  depending  on  the  outcome  of the  negotiations 
it would  be  advisable  to  ensure  that the  Community's negotiating 
position: 
seeks to  include  a  provision setting out  the  objective  and,  if 
necessary,  the  means  of co-operation r:i th regard  to  investments, 
with  the  specific measures  for achieving the  objective being 
left to  the  implementation of the  agreements; 
lays  do,·m  a  provision aimed  at improving  the  climate  for  investment 
and  including,  inter alia,  a  reference  to  the  general  aim  of non-
discrimination. 
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4.  The  Cm.mcil  instructs the  Permru1e:r..-~  ?.err'-'~"'"::  \.;,:  ·  .-, 
Committee  to  an.alyse  the  content  and  impler!~i2:n\;a:v~.Ol:.  c-f  -u, :-
ab'Ovementioned  general  objective  of :non-discrimination and 
to  consider,  on the basis  of  the  Commission  proposals  and 
in whatever way  it sees fit,  the  procedures  for  implementing 
the  provisions  on  investment  protection in the  agreements 
negotiated by  the Community. 
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!'JISCELLANFOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Coundl  tCJok  note  of the  5th annual  report  from  the 
Commission  on the  buropean Regional  Development  Fund  (1979)  and  of 
the  comments  made  by the  delegations  and  by  the  Commission 
representative on this matter. 
The  Council  adopted,  in the official languages  of the 
Communities,  the Regulation on the tariff treatment  of  certain products 
intended for use  in the  construction,  maintenance  and  repair of 
aircraft. 
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The  Governments  of the  T:Iember  States and  the  Commission 
of  the  European  Communities  were  represented as follows: 
Belp;ium: 
.,. ____ _ 
Ur  Guy  M.ATHOT 
Denmark: · 
Mr  Otto  Ii!,0LLER 
~~~~.JL= 
!·IJ:r  ~'[anfred LAHNSTEIN 
E:r:~~: 
I~r  r.~aurice  PAPON 
I!.r  Sean  CALLEf~RY 
1!§::~: 
Mr  Carlo  FRACANZANI 
l'Ir  J ac  c:u e s  SMTT ER 
r.1r  Ernest  },'I\JH:S;.:;;N 
ri.tLnister  for  the· Budget 
State  Secretary, 
lti.ni stry of Foreign Affairs 
State  Secretary, 
Federal Ministry of Finance 
rtLni ster for the Budget 
r.!Iiniste::.~  of  State, 
Department  of  Labour  and  the 
Public  Service 
State  Secretary at the 
Treasury 
0 
r:Tinister  of Finance 
State  Secretary at the 
Ministry  of Finance 
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Mr  D  .F. van der MEI 
Mr  Nigel  LAWSON 
Commission:  ........ _._ ..  _....~ 
• Mr Christopher TUGENDHAT 
0 
- 3  - 24.XI.80 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Financial Secretary to  the 
·.Treasury 
Member 
0 
0 
Also  present as an observer was: 
~~ Miltiadie  EVERT  Minister for the Economy 
0 
0  0 
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. DRAFT  G-ENERA.L  BUDGET  FOR  1981 
In the  course  of its C.iscussion on  th~ preparation of -the 
general b.udget  of the  Comnn..mi ties for  1981,  the  Council held 
a  meeting with a  delegation  frc~ the  European Parliament led 
by I'Irs  VEIL,  President of the  Eu~~opean Parliament.  The 
Parliament delegation v'.ras  composed  of the  following: 
Jl.!r  LANGE,  Chairman  of the  Commi ttce  on Budgets,  Nr  NOTENBOOm, 
:fi'Ir  SPil'illLLI  and Mr  ROSSI,  Deputy-chairman of the  Committee  on 
Budgets,  l'Ir  ADONNINO,  Rapporteur for the  1981  budget  ( Corrnnission), 
lVIr  ANSQDER,  Rapporteur for the  1931  1Judget  (other Institutions), 
1\'Ir  TAYLOR,  i.ifr  BONDE  o.nd.  11Ir  AIGNER,  mGmbors  of the  Committee 
on  Bu.Cl.,gGts,  ~1r AIGNER  also being present in his capacity as 
Chairman  of  the  Comoittee  on Budgetary Control. 
This meeting enabled the  Parliament delegation to explain 
the European Parliament's priorities in dravv:ing  up  their 
amendments  and proposed o..mendmen·t;s  to  the draft general budget 
of the  Cow.mLmi ties for  1981.  This  -:.;83ful  dialogue,  followL11g 
up that conducted at the first meeti.ng  on the  1981  budget  on 
24  Septernber  1980,  continued in a  broad exchange  of views 
between various Ministers  and  meo.bers  of the Parliament 
delegation. 
Following this  exch~ge of views,  the  President of the 
Council said that the  Cotmcil  would  proceed vdthout  delay vdth 
discussil:lg the  amendments  and  proposed amendments  to the  draft 
budget in full cognizance  of the views  and wishes  of the 
European Parlinnent 
...  ; ... 
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The  Council  then proceeded with an item-by-item examination 
of the  amendments.  and proposed amendments  to the draft budget, 
keeping in mind  the  comments  made  by  the  delegation from the 
European Parliament. 
With regard to the most  important items under the  heading 
of non-compulsory expenditure  (NCE)  in the draft budget,  the 
Council signified its approval to the following increases for 
commitment  approprin~1ons in relation to the draft approved by 
the Council in September. 
European Regional Development  Fund:  +  140 MEUA 
Europea.."l.  Social Fund  :  +  40  r!IEUA 
Energy policy  :  + 47.3  MEUA 
Aid for non-associated developing countries:  +  50  MEUA 
The  increases decided  on  by  the Council for non-compulsory 
expenditure total 281  l.'IEUA.  The  Council moreover decided to 
suggest  to the  European Parliament that it fix a  new  rate for 
payment  appropriations. 
The  Council also signified its approval  of a  reduction 
of the  order of 51,250,000 EUA  in expenditure under the 
European Agricultural Guarantee  Fund,  mainly covering aid for 
skimmed  milk  powder  for use  as feed for calv.es. 
Following this  di~cussion,  the  Council  drew up the  draft 
general budget  of the European Communities  ~or 1981.  The  draft 
budget thus amended  by the Council will be  forwarded  to the 
European Parliament for debate at its next ple=ary session 
which will take  place in Luxembourg  from  15  to 19  December 
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The  Governments  of the IIenber  States  and  the  Cort1mission 
of the European  Communities  v!ere  represented as follows: 
122!~];~!!!: 
r.Jr  Charles-Ferdinand NOTHGr!B 
Nr  Kj eld OLESEN 
Q~E!!!§::£1  : 
Count  Otto  LM,TBSDORFF · 
It!r Klaus  von  DOHNANYI 
France:  ------
Mr  Jean  FRANCOIS-PONCET 
Mr  Michel  COINTAT 
mr Pierre BERNARD-REYl'IOND 
Ireland: 
Mr  Brian  LENIHAN 
1.!:~;{: 
Hr Edoardo  SPERANZA 
l';1r  Bruno  CORTI 
~~!;~E£~E.e;: 
Einister for  Foreign Affairs 
rhnister for  Foreign Affairs 
Federal l:Iinister for  Economic 
Affairs 
Einister of  State, 
Federal Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs 
minister for  Foreign Affairs 
minister for  Foreign Trade 
State-Secretary, 
~hnistry of Foreign Affairs 
r.hniBter for ]'oreign Affairs 
State--Secretary, 
ministry of  Forei{1TI  Affairs 
state-s  ecre;tary, 
r~inistry ·of  Industry 
thss Colette  FLESCH  rHnister for  Foreign Affairs 
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I;Tr  C~A• van der KLALU.'V 
Idr  DoF•  van der MEI 
Mr K.H...  BEYEN 
£~J_iing£2E!: 
Lord  CARRINGTON 
l\~r  J olm  NOTT 
ll~r  Adam  BUTLER 
Coru.mission: 
Mr  Roy  JENKINS 
Mr  Vvilhelm  HAF:ERKf-J:iiP 
Mr  Finn Olav  GUNDELL'1.0H 
Idr  Irorenzo  NATALI 
Mr  Henle  VREDELING 
Mr Claude  CHEYSSON 
Mr Jmtonio  GIOLITTI 
·  ··  Viscotmt  Etienne  DAVIGNOH 
Mr  Christopher TUGENJJHf  ... T 
Attending as  an  obse1~rer: 
Greece:  ...., ___  .,_ 
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Minister for Foreig·.a.  Affairs 
State-Secretar:;r~  :Ministry o:f 
Foreign Affairs 
0 
0 
State-Secretary,  Ministry of 
Economic  Affairs 
Secretary of State :for Foreign 
and  Com1nonwoo.l th ·Affairs 
Minister for Trade 
minister of State, 
Department  of Industry 
P;t:'esident 
.  -- ......  ~ 
Vice-Prc:sident' 
Vice-President 
Vice-President 
Vice-Presid.ent 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
0 
Minister for Forcdgn Affairs 
0  0 
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PBEPARATION  FOR  THE  EUROPEk~ COUNCIL 
The  Council  prepared the topics likely to  be brought  up 
at the next meeting of tl.1e  ;:;;uropean  Cotmcil  in IJuxembourg  on 
1  and  2  December;  the main topfcs,  in addition to  issues  of 
political co-operation,  concern  the  economic,  social and 
financial  situation in the  Comrr,uni ty and the v;orld,  and certain 
institutional questions. 
HELATIONS  WITH  THE  ACJ?  S'J:AIJ:'ES 
The  Co1.mcil  adopted the Regulation  on  the  conclusion by 
the  Community  of  the  second  ACP-EEC  Convention  sig1ed in 
Lome  on  31  October  1979. 
The  progress of the ratification procedures both by the 
Community  t1ember  States and  the  ACP  States meru:.s  that this 
Convention  vvill  probably be  able to  enter into force  on 
1  January  1981. 
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ffiOH  P..ND  STEEL  PROBLN:IIS 
The  C01mcil  examined in detail the  social measures 
proposed by the  Cornmissi9n  for iron and  steel.  Concluding 
its discussions,  thE::  Cou..11cil  recognized the  need for Communi t;r 
action in this sector. 
Consequently,  in order to be  able to give  an  op1m.on at its 
· meeting on  15  December,  it instructed the Pei'J:l.Ullent 
Representatives  Committee  to intensify preparation,  in close 
collaboration with the Commission,  of the various details of 
such action,  i.e. the  types of intervention and their legal 
basis and financing. 
The  Council  approved  the directives to the  Commission 
enabling it to propose that certain countries  exporting steel 
to the Community  conclude new  bilateral arrangements \rith the 
CommQ~ity for 1981. 
Such  arranget.1ents  vmuld  involve both price restraint in 
orC.er not to cause disturbance  on  the C01:urruni ty market,  &"ld 
the maintaining of traditional patterns of trade,  but ha.ving 
regard to the possibility of cutting consumption in 1981  and 
anti-crisis measures  applied pursuant to  Article  58  of the 
ECSC  Treaty which  expire on 30 June  1981~ 
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RELATIONS  WITH  CYPRUS 
The  CoQ~cil prepared the  Community  position for the 
6th meeting of the EEC-Cyprus  Association Council which was 
held during this  Council meeting  on  Monday  24  November  1980. 
SPANISH  ACCESSION 
The  Council  prepared the  Co~~ity's negotiating 
position for the  6th meeting of the Ministerial Conference 
between the  Community  and  Spain which was  held on· 
Tuesday  25  November  1980. 
GENERALIZED  PREFERENCES 
The  Council  arrived at  a  cownon  policy covering the 
new  Community  generalized preferences  scheme  for 1981. 
It will mruce  a  final  decision on  this  scheme  at its 
next  mecrtl1~g in the light of the Opinion  expected from the 
E.copean  Pr:!.:'lia::::1s~1t  at its December  part-session. 
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NEW  ZEALAND  BUTTER 
The  Council  discussed  two  fun.damental.  aspects  of the 
new  arrangeillents  for the toportation of New  Zealand butter 
into the  Connmmi ty from  1  January 1981,  namely the duration 
of the  arrangements  and  the quantities to be  decided on. 
It was  agreed that this  examination would  be  continued at 
the meeting devoted to agriculture  on  8  and  9 December. 
The  Council discussed the  Commission  proposals  concerning 
a  draft  Co-operation Agreement  with Thailand  and  the unbinding 
under  GATT  of the tariff concession for manioc. 
The  Council instructed the  Permanent  Represen·tatives 
Committee  to continue its examination of this matter so  as 
to  enable it to take  a  decision no later than its next 
meeting  on  16  December~ 
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REGIONAL  FUND  ~ GR$-EK  QUOT_A 
The  COlliLcil  discussed the amenrunent  to  the Regulation 
s·etting up  the European Regional De'!elo:pment  Fund  in 
order to  determine  the Greek quota to this  fl..l.Pd. 
Following the  discussion,  the Council  instructed the 
Permanent  Representatives Committee  to  prepare this 
dossier further and to  report  back to it at its December 
meeting. 
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The  Council held  a  detailed discussion  on current relations 
between the  Commu.."tli ty and  Japa:"l  after which it adopted the 
following  statement: 
Tl1e  Co1.mcil  expresses its serious  concern  at the present 
state of trade between  Japan  and  the  Community  and its likely 
future  development  .. 
It finds  that the  penetration of European  Community 
products  on  the  Japanese market  remains  inadequate. 
It fui-trter  considers that  Japanese  competition by its 
natm"e  end  the  extent  of the  effort behind it and  by its 
concentration  or..  a  small number  of particularly sensitive 
sectors leads to  an  imbalance which places  a  st;rain  on  ·i;he 
normal  development  of international trade.  The  Co~nission, 
in conjunction with the Member  States,  should undertake  a 
detailed analysis of the  concent~ation of Japanese  exports 
to the  Conrrnunity,  and,  more  generally,  of the industrial and 
c om.mcrcial  strategy of  Japan., 
The  Com1cil  therefore  agreed  on the need for  a  wide-rangins 
dio.logue  between the  Commw:J.ity  and  Japan  ba.sed  o::~  a  co;ll'..non 
stl'ategy  .. 
Fundamental to this  approaQh  should  be the  concept that 
Japan should not  attempt  to  deal with the balance of paym.ents 
deficit· caused by recent  oil price inc:ceases  by  a·:l  exaggerated 
export  drive,  ··  and  that it should  as  a  ma·t;t er of urgency increase 
its imports  of  Community  products. 
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In order to  promote this dialogue  certain developments  arE 
essential.  These  should be: 
(i)  in the sectors whero  a  continued increase in Japanese 
exports  to  the European  Community  v10uld  lead to 
difficulties there needs  to  be  effective moderation 
designed to  produce  early and tangible results.  This 
should apply towards  the European  Community  as  a  whole 
and not  only to  certain markets; 
(ii)  the yen  should reflect the fundamental  strength of the 
Japanese  economy; . 
(iii) there  should be no new  measures on the part of the 
Japanese authorities to restrict imports.  Indeed,  there 
should be  a  clear commitment  on  the part of the  Japanese 
Government  to  a  substantial and  early increase in the 
imports  of  Community  products.  The  Japanese authorities 
should facilitate opportw'li ties for Europero1  investment 
and banking in Japan; 
(iv)  in relation to  imports,  regard should be paid by the 
.  . 
Japanese authorities to  avoid measures  or policies which 
give other major trading partners more  favourable 
treatment  than is given to  the  Community; 
(v)  on  the  European side further progress must  be made  in 
getting European industries to  develop positive 
strategies to  deal with Japanese  competition,  including 
not  only restructuring in Europe  but also by greater 
involvement in the  Japanese market. 
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To  the  extent  the.t  tangible :progress  in theae areas is 
made,  certain :possibilities in relation to liberalization on 
both sides  could be  explored. 
In addition,  there  should be discussions  - including in 
particular discussions  between  the businessmen  and  firms 
concerned - on  industrial co-operation,  including conditions 
for  investment  both in Japan  s  ..  11d  the  Community,  facilities for 
joint ventures  and the transfer of technology. 
On  this basis  and  in the light of further  studies carried 
out in conjunction with  r~ember States,  of both general  and 
specific problems,  the  Cmmnission  will pursue its forthcoming 
discussions with the  Japanese authorities.  It vrill  do  this 
in close  contact with Member  States,  in particular the 
113  Committee  and will report back to  the  Cormcil before the 
end  of February  1981. 
The  Council will be  informed  continuously about  the 
results of the dialogue.  The  Council will give  the  Commission 
at any particular time  and in the light of tho results of 
the~e efforts the necessary directives for the negotiations. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  agreed to the Commission  proposal that an 
additional  sum  of 1  million EUA  be made  available to the  Algerian 
Government  as  emergency aid for the victims of the recent  earthquake 
in El Asnam. 
It will be recalled that the Council,  at its meeting on 
20  October 1980,  had already approved  an initial sum  of 1  million EUA 
for the victims  of El Asnam  earthquake;  it had also  approved the 
sending of  emergency  food  aid to Algeria at its meeting  on 
17  November  1980. 
On  a  proposal  from  the  Commission,  the Council agreed to 
making  an additional  sum  of 20  Million EUA  in emergency aid 
available to international organizations  engaged in assisting 
the victims of events  in Kamputchea.  That amount  should cover 
the  period from  October to  December  1980  and  the  early months 
of 1981. 
This latest aid is in addition to the  emergency aid of 
?0 Million  EUA  and the  35,000  tonnes  of food  aid in cereals 
already approved by the Council at its meeting  on  13  May  1980. 
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The  Council agreed,  on  behalf of the Community,  to the 
draft Decision-of the  ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers approving the 
request  of the Republic  of Vanuatu for accession to  the  Second 
ACP-EEC  Convention. 
This draft will  be  forwarded  to the  ACP  States as  a  Community 
proposal  for final  approval  by the  ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers 
by means  of the procedure  for the  adoption of decisions  by 
correspondence. 
The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of the European 
Communities  the Regulation  concerning the  conclusion  of the 
fisheries Agreement  between  the European Economic  Community  and 
the  Spanish Government. 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the European 
Communities  the Regulation temporarily suspending the  autonomous 
Common  Customs  Tariff duties  on  a  certain number  of agricultural 
products. 
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The  Council  adopted in the official languages of the Communities 
the  decision supplementing,  with regard to the allocation of a 
portion  (100  r[8UA)  of the  second  tranche  of loans,  Decision  80/739/EEC 
applying for the  second  time Decision 78/870/EEC  empowering the 
commission to  contract loans  for the  purpose  of promoting investment 
within the Community  (see Press Release 10442/80  (Presse  13?)  of 
?O.X.80). 
The  Council also adopted in the official languages  of the 
communities  the decision on the  position to be  adopted by the 
Community  at the international negotiations  on  adjusting certain 
terms  of the Arrangement  on  Guidelines  for  export  credits 
qualifying for  public  support  (see Press Release  11304/80 
(Presse  164)  of 17.XI.80). 
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On  a  proposal  from  the  French Government,  the Council 
appointed Mr  Joseph DAUL,  Vice-President  of the CNJA,  to  be  a 
member  of the Economic and  Social Committee  to replace 
Mr  Pierred BOULNOIS,  who  has  resigned,  for the  remainder of 
his term of office,  which  expires  on  18  September 1982. 
The  Council also appointed,  on  a  proposal  from  the  Irish 
Government,  1\Tr  Cathal  0  FEINNEADHA,  Principal Officer,  Department 
of Labour,  and Mr Vincent  ICEOGH,  Industrial Relations Executive, 
Federated Union  of Employers,  full members  of the  AdVisory Committee 
on  the Freedom of Movement  for Workers  to  replace  r.~r  J .R.  MATHER 
and J.C.  FEGAN,  full members  who  have  resigned,  for the  remainder 
of their terms  of office,  which  expire  on  16  March  1982. 
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Finally,  the  Council  adopted in the official languages 
of the European  Communities  the Decision appointing the 
members  of the Consultative  Committee  of the European  Coal 
and  Steel  Community  for the period from  25  November  1980 to 
24  November  1982: 
BELGIQUE 
l'li.  Pierre URBAIN 
DANEMARK 
ALLEUAGNE 
Dr.  Karlheinz  BUND 
Dr.  Heinz  REINTGES 
I.'I.  Rudolf  LENHARTZ 
Dr.  Walter  BELLINGRODT 
FRANCE 
M.  Pierre  DELr~ON 
M.  Jacques  PETITMENGIN 
IRLANDE 
CATEGORIE  DES  PRODUCTEURS 
L!.  Christian OURY 
hl.  audolf  GAUDER 
:t~:.  Erland  THRANE 
Dr.  Dieter SPETHr.U\NN 
Dr.  Ruprecht  VONDRAN 
Dr  o  Jttrgen Irn.ACKOW 
rr..  Michel  COLLAS 
r:.  Yves-Pierre  SOULE 
:M.  Gerard  FARREN 
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Secteur Charbon  6ecteur Acier  --------- - .,...__ 
ITALIE 
LUXEIIJ30URG 
PAYS-BAS 
ROYAUME-lJNI 
Sir Derek  EZRA 
r.:.  J .R.  COVIAH 
Iti.  R. V.  FINDLAY 
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Dott.  Alberto  CAPANNA 
M.  Luigi  LUCCHINI 
J.1.  Pa~l ME'rZ 
r.r.  Andre  ROBERT 
Drs.  J.D.  HOOGLANDT 
M.  R.  SCHOLEY 
Dr.  D.  GRIEVES 
M.  A.H.  :MORT!LIER 
...  I ... BELGIQUE 
M.  Jean  DOYEN 
~1..  Germain  IXJHIN 
M  ..  Jan  OLYSLAEGERS 
ALLEMAGNE 
r~  ..  Hans  AIKER 
J,] 0  Rudolf NICKELS 
111.  Karl~Ernst BROSCH 
M.  Hans  r.'i.AYR 
:r.r.  Rudolf  JUDITH 
M.  Volker  JUNG 
IRLANDE 
1:.  Petrick  DONEGAN 
LUXEMBOURG 
I.I •.  I.in.rio  CASTEGNARO 
ROYAUI.:E-UNI 
t:.  Joseph  GROr.:LEY 
Ill.,  Lawrence  DALY 
r.l ..  Ao E.,  SII.:PSON 
Ili.  W  ..  SIRS 
n:.  E.  LINTON 
r.;.,  H  .. CQ  SMITH 
- VII  -
25.XI.8U 
CATEGORIE  DES  TRAVAILLEURS 
DANW.ARK 
M.  Steffen MptLER 
FRANCE 
M.  Alain  TACQUIN 
M.  Loui  B  BERGAMINI 
r.I.  Pierre ROBERT 
M.  Bernard  MOURGUES 
t 
ITALIE 
f,'i.  Ottaviano  del  TURCO 
f,t.,  .Giangiacomo  ITALIA 
Dott.  Agostino  CONTE 
PAYS-BAS 
M.  A.  SONNEVELD 
Iii.  H.  KRUL 
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CATEGORIE  DES  UTILISATEURS  ET  NEGOCIANTS 
BELGIQUE 
M.  Lodewijk  COOSEMANS 
~  ..  Charles  de  la VALLEE  POUSSIN 
ALLEI·,!AGNE 
Drs  Thea  RIEDL 
Dr.,  Fritz BERG 
Dr..  Bruno  DEHLER 
Me  Heinz  I.~e  WERSIG 
Dr.  GUnth~r NIEHAGE 
1.1.  Heinz  I.lOHR 
IRLANDE 
I.:.  J 8Jlles  J..  HUSSEY 
LUXZI.:BOURG 
I.:.  Ra;ymond  ACKERMANN 
Sir Riche.rd  MARSH 
L!.,  J.F  ..  SAFFORD 
n: ..  Edward s  ..  JOHNSON 
f,j.  J.s.  DUTHIE 
I.I.  D.A,.  DAVIS 
r.:.  J.,H.  THOli1A.S 
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111.  J¢i'gen  HARNE 
FRAI'lCE 
l4.  Alain AUDIAW 
M.  Jean  GUI~ON 
M.  Georges  IMBERT 
M  ..  Jean  LAURENS 
M.  Rene  TERREL 
ITALIE  ' 
r.:.  I/iario  FORTANOVA 
r,:.  Ferdinanda  PALAZZO 
Dott,.  Sivio  BOBBIO 
PAYS-BAS 
l.l.  J.  \'1.  BOTS 
Drs..  S .. J.  G.  1,'1IJNANDS Presse  177  - G 
COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
11742/80  (Presse  177) 
672nd meeting of the  Council 
-·Energy -
Brussels,  27  November  1980 
President:  Mr Josy  BARTHEL, 
Minister for Energy of the 
Grand  Duchy  of Luxembourg 
...  /.  0. - 2  - 27.n.ao 
The  Govern"llents  of the Hember  States and  the  Commission 
of the EurolJenn Communities  were  represented 8:s  follows: 
},?~g~~ 
i.Jr  \"lilly .  CL~\2S 
Demns,rl;;::  -------
iiix  Paul 1UEIJ SSON 
Q2.£!.!!.<¥.}~ : 
r,':r  Dieter voa  WURZTIN 
France: 
:--.~  ..  --.. -
Nr Lndre  GIRAUD 
Ireland:  ----r--
!:ir George  COLLEY 
:Minister for Economic  Affairs 
!'Jiriister for Energy 
State  Secretary, 
L'Iinistry of Economic· Affairs 
l'liinister for Industry 
Liinister for Energy 
State  Secretary, 
Ministry of Industry 
11742 e/80 (l?resse  177)  th;;-/BS/pe Lux8:;:1bourv:  ·--------.. --~ 
. Er .J o sy  RlilTHE:u 
Netherlsnds: 
-----~ 
1ln1~£2:_~i!.l:~~x 1 : 
I.1r  David  HO';;"ELL 
Com:r:1is sion:  -- ....... -~----
·  I~r Frangois-Xavier OHTOLI 
Viscount  EtiG:(.J18  DAVIGNON 
3  _  21 .xr .. so 
Linister for EnergJ 
Binister for Economic  Affairs 
Sccreta17 of  Str:tc  for Energy· 
Vj_ce-Presid.ent 
-.  :fjember 
0 
0  0 
11742  e/80 (Presse  177)  thy/3S/pe  ~u/  .... Attending as  an  observer: 
Greece~ 
Mr  Stephanos  lVIANOS 
0 
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0 
Minister for Industry 
and  Energy 
0 
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CLARIFICATION  OF  ENERGY  OBJECTIVES 
..  ~- ---------
The  Council heard a  st2.tement  by Mr  DAVIGNON,  Mernber 
of the  CoJiunission~  on  the  clarification of energy objectives 
and  the means  to  be  implemented to  obtaj_n  the  targets set 
in particular at the  Europea~ Council in Venice. 
The  Council held a  wide-·ranging  exchange  of views  which 
enabled delegations  to voice  their reactions  to  tho 
Commission 9s  ideas  and  to  state their general approach to 
these  problems..  I1Tr  DAVIGNON's  statement was  wolcomec1 
by  the Cotmcil. 
At  the close of the  discussion the  Council  agreed to 
give further thought  to  these major problems  in the light 
of the  day's  proceedings,  with the intention of continuing 
the  development of  a.  common  approach  to  energy :problemsa 
ENERGY  AND  ECONOMIC  POLICY 
-~  ---
The  Council noted a  statement by Mr  ORTOLI  highlighting 
the main points of the  Commission  communication  concerning 
energy  and  economic  policy.  This  communication is also 
under examination by  the Economy/Finance  Council. 
The  Council  expressed the wish  that in the further 
preparation of thj_s  a.ossier,  notably in the Perman<Jnt 
Representatives  Committee,  due  e.ccount  be  taken of the 
problems  relating more  specifically to  energy in tho more 
general  context of the  Comrm.:mi ty'  s  economic  policy. 
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OIL SUPPLY  Pl\OBLEMS  ., . 
General  measures·'  ------------- \ 
1.  The  CoUncil held  2.11  exchru1ge  ... of views  on  the oil supply 
situation ns .n  result of the  stoppage  of deliveries from 
Iraq  p...nd  Irru1. 
2.  Demand  has  been  reduced considernbly,  p3~rticularly 
because  of the  present levels of economic  :1ctivity,  but 
also  owing  to the results:obtained as regards oil savings 
and  the  substitution of alternative  energy  sources.  For 
this reason,  and taking into account  the withdrawals  which 
will be  made  against  the  large stocks held.,  there  is no 
over2.ll oil shortfall,  even  thought  there  may  be  some  limited 
difficulties for certain countries  ~d certain companies • 
.3.  The  Council welcomes  the  :!.ncrease  in oil production 
decided on  by certnin OPEC  Governments  in order to prevent 
the  si  tue.tion  from  deteriorating _and  to help the  co~1sumer 
countries which are most affected. 
4.  In  the present circumstnnces,  price increases on  the 
oil m.~rkets are unjustified a..'l'ld  both producer  o.11d  consumer 
countries hnve  a  common  responsibility for and interest in 
preventing speculative  upw~~d trends. 
i 
'  I 
/ 
( 
I 
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5,  The  Council  expresses its  detor~in~tion to  do 
everything in its power  to  prevent  tension on  the.  oil 
ue.rkets  during  tl1e  cor::ing  i:~onths.  B0c.ring in IJind  thG 
very rapid rate of increase which hc.s  occurred over the 
1last  few  years,  a  further price incree.se would  seriously 
handicap world  econordc  prospects  2:.11.d,  in particular, 
would heighten the probleDs  of the  oil~i[lporting 
developing countries. 
6.  Provided thet other industrir,lized consuner 
countries  do  lilwwise,  the I.'eL:ber  States of the 
COi:~mmi  ty undertak8  to  adopt  the following  course  of 
action: 
(a)  ask oil cor.panies to  usc::  stocks  in excess  of 
regulation reserve  oblige.tions.  Tho  si:?,"Ilificant 
Deasures which they have  agreed  on will be 
i:::1plerlented  in a  cooparable  and  equitable ::mnner 
insofar as  they are necessary to  avoid tension 
on tho market. 
The  :.:cr::ber  Ste.tes  and the  Co!::-:uission  will 
collaborate  on  the  co-orcination aDd  verification of 
these rJeasures. 
(b)  - take 2ll tho necessary measures,  in conjunction 
with the oil cocpanies,  to prevent  iE1port  prices 
varying  fro::1  non:!al prices 
or ask tho oil co;';panies  to refrain i'ron nakil1.g 
abnorE1al  purchas8s. 
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(c)  encourage  adjustment of supplies in such a  way  as 
to  correct imbalances which pose particular problems 
for  some  Member  States and  encourage  the relevant 
International Organizations  to  assist the oil 
companies  in remedying  specific imbalances  which may 
occur between  them. 
(d)  further encourage  the  saving of oil and its 
replacement by other forms  of energy in both the 
public  and the private sector in order to  reduce 
consumption. 
(e)  support domestic production at a  high level. 
7&  The  main objective will be  to  avoid an overall 
demand  for imported oil at a  higher level than that 
which  can be  made  available by  the  producing  countriesd 
Trends in supply and demand  and in stocks will be 
closely followed by  the  Commission  in conjunction with 
the Member  States.  If necessary,  policies will be 
adapted to  moderate  impol~t requirements,  taking account 
of the vQrYing  degrees of dependence  vis-a-vis these 
policies. 
The  Council has  invited the Member  States to  take 
appropriate measures in close  co-operation with the 
Commission. 
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The  Council  took note  of _  ..  Commission  communication  .Jn 
E!lrope:m  spo-t  markets  for til products ond endorsed the 
Conunission 's f':Jprouch, 
Rerr,istration  of oil t:;.nr:msactions  - .........  ------------~--~-.....----..~--
The  Council briefly discussed the  extension of the 
Regulations  in force::  regarding the registration of crude oil 
and petroleumproduct imports.  It instructed the ?ermanent 
Representatives  Committee  to  continue its proceed.ings with a 
view to reaching a  decision. 
ELECTRICITY  TARIFF  STRUCTURSS  IN  THE  COMMUNITY 
The  Council held a  policy debate  on  the  draft Recom.rnendation 
on electricity tariff structures in the  Community  8.nd  concluded 
that there were no  obj!:lctions  to it. 
The  Council  will discuss this draft ag:::Lin  in the light of 
the Opinion to  be  delivered by  the  E'v1rope:-m  J?a.rli2.ment  in tl1.e 
next few  weeks. 
0 
0  0 
The  items  on  the  agenda r''l'l  tine;  to. coal and go.s  vvere 
cleferred  to the  nex·t meeting  on  energy • · 
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IUSCELlJUl:r::OUS  DECISIONS 
The  Cou..11cil  adopted in the official languages of the 
Communities  the Decisions: 
- &~ending Decision No  77/186/EEC  on  the  exporting of 
cr..1de  oil  DJld.  petroleum proctucts  from  one  Member  State · 
to  another in the  event of supply difficulties  (inclusion 
of liquified petroleum gas  muong  the products  covered 
by  this Decision):;  · 
- issuing directives to  the  Commission  for the renegotiation 
of the  conditions referred to  in paragraph  (e)  of the 
amendment  of the  Euratom/Ca.nada P.groemcnt  of  1959 
concluded by the  exchange of letters of  16  Janua~J 1978. 
The  Council  adopted in the official lan£uages of  the 
Communities  the Regulations: 
- temporaril;}'  suspending the  autonomous  Common  Customs 
Tariff duties on  certain industrial products  (first 
six months  of  1981); 
..  imposing  a  definitive  countervailing duty  on  certain 
seamless  tubes of non-alloy steels originating in Spain. 
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COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
11743/80  (Presse 178) 
673rd meeting of the Council 
- Labour  and Social Affairs -
Brussels,  ~7 November  1980 
President:  Mr  Jacques  SANTER 
Minister for Labour  and Social Security 
of the Grand Duchy  of Luxembourg -·  2  27.XI.80 
The  Govern.rnents  of the Member  St~des and the  Commission 
of the  Europerm Communi ties were  represented as follows: 
~~!e.i~rg: 
Mr  R.  DEiJ!JULF 
Mr  VIal ter KITTEL 
FI'Elnce:  ---..---..-
Hrs  Nicole J?ASQUIER 
Ireland:  ------
Dr  To;:~  NOLJJT 
It9:~~: 
Minister for  Labour  211d 
Emplo:rment 
~:1inister for  Labour 
Deputy Permanent Representative 
Secretary of State,  r.tinistry of 
Ir3bour and Participation 
(Dnployment  of Women) 
Minister of State 
DelJE'.rtment  of Social ':lelfare 
l'!lr  Franco  J.i'QSCHI  i1Iinister for Labour 
1"1 7 43  e/80  (Pre  sse  178)  c_c  •••  / ••• Fr Jacques  SANTER 
Netherlo..nds: 
~<:.#~--_,_  ........ ~-... ---
!-:Ir  W  -a  ALBEDA 
l'Er  L.  de  G  F..Al'l.F 
Unit-:::(!_  KinPdom:  ---·-...... -----~_....~-
"':.r  Ja.~es  PRIOR 
}'!Irs  LJflJ.cl.a  CHALKER 
Hr  Henk  VREDELING-
Attending as  observor: 
Lir  Const£mtin LASKARIS 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
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Hinis·ter for Labour  eT1C. 
Social  Secv..rj_ ty 
!1Iinist  cr for  Social Affairs 
State  Secrct2~y for 
Social Lffc.'..irs 
S~cretnry of State for 
Emplcy:,ient 
Under-Sc:cret2.ry of Stat•:::, 
Depart!"!l:mt  of Health and 
Social  Security 
Vice-Presic~ent 
0 
IEinister for  Labour 
0  ; 
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AID  FROH  THE  EUROPEAN  SQ.Q.L\L J.:t.m] 
Subject to a  possible request for consultg.tion from 
Greece,  the Council adopted the Decision  extending for  two 
years  the  four  Council Decisions  concerning Eu.ropean  Social 
~lnd aid measures  for certain categories of persons. 
These  four Decisions,  which grBnted aiel  fro>.1  the 
European Socig.l  Fund  to workers  in  the  textiles end clothing 
industries,  migrant workers,  young  people under 25  and  women, 
expire at the end  of'  this year. 
Each  of these Decisions is the result of measures  adopted 
lmder  Communi t;:l  policies or of  a  common  measure  and  rela'!-es 
to  an  employment  imbalance situation ascertained for  a 
particular category of workers.  Labour  market  trends  in 
general continue to· give cause for concern;  in view of this 
situation, it seems necessary for the  Community  to  continue 
its efforts  on  behalf of co.:t;egories  of perE'.o:r.;ts  who  already 
encountered employment  difficulties in the past. 
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SOCIAL  FUND  AND  SHIPBUI~-~~G INDUSTRY 
The  Council held an  eJ::change  of views  on  the proposal 
for  a  Regulation on  assist~cc from  the European Social 
Fund  to  provide  income  ml~port for workers in the  shipbuilding 
industry. 
The  exchange  of views  enabled delegations  to  state 
their initial reactions on the matter and,  in conclusion, 
the  Council  agreed to instruct the  Permanent Representatives 
Committee  to  consider the  question more  closely in the 
light of the day's discussion ru1d  any  ameniliaents  the 
Commission might make  to its original proposal in connection 
with the  current  employment  situation. 
As  pext of its discussions  touching on the European 
Social  Fund,  the  Council.took note  of the report on the 
acti  vi  tics of the  Social Fund in 1979  and of the  Cl.clegations' 
and  Commission's  comments  on it. 
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PAY.r:!El:TT  OF  FAI.7ILY  .l.t.LLm'VANCES 
The  Council held a  further  exchange of views  on the 
pro::'c<::::-,1  for  a  Regulation aimed at  staridarclizing the  system 
of  pG.yin.r;  fe..mily  allowances to workers,  the raembers  of lNhose 
fa.ni:_.L~s  "~-:~side  ia a  l~enber State other "tl1un  the  co1..mtry  of. 
employTD3nt. 
· The  cliscussion se!"red chiefly to  enable the mer.1bers  of 
the ·cotmcil  and  the  Commission to  state t.hair views  on th0 
actual principle of the solution to  be  adop-ted  for  :Dc:tyinB" 
family allowances. 
In concltu::ion,  the  Council  asked the Pen1anent 
Representatives  Comrai ttee to  continu8 its exc.r.1ination  of the 
mattGr  Emd  to  seek the t<ost  appropriate solutions to  the 
probler.s  rais::ld  by thJ proposc:.l. 
EXPORT  OF  EARLY  RETIRELlENT  BENEFITS 
The  Council  tool:: note of n.  stat<:lment  by the Itali8n 
delesation on the  export  of early retirement  benefits,  in 
which  t:1e  delegation stressect the  importance it attached. to 
the relevant  Cm:11!1ission  proposal which had been placed 
before the Coun.cil in 'JUlle  1980~  The  CoLtncil noted that 
WOrk  hG.d  already b38n Ste..rted  On  the propos2.1,  and the 
PrcsiClc:::lCy-in-Officc  expressed the hope that proceedings. 
would bs  expodi  t·:::d,  so  that the Council would be  able to 
discuss  the 1:1atter gt  e.  forthcoming Ii1eeting. 
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PROGRM!;l'lE  TO  COMBAT  POVERTY 
Having t9Jren note  of the interim evaluation  re:;:Jo•~+; 
on  the  programme  to  combat  poverty submitted by the Commission 1 
the Council  agreed to the Dectsion concerning a  supplementary 
progr~~e to  be  implemented in 1981. 
Under the terns of this Decis.ion,  the Comnission is 
authorized. to  undertake  a  c.ertain nu.:nber  of seco:P..drcr;r 
studies intended to fill  __  gaps  relating to "'Tarious  important 
as:~ects of this matter with a  view to brP.a.dening  and 
supplementing the first evaluation of the  programme  to 
combat  :povertJr •. · 
The  Council instructed the Permanent Representatives 
Committee  to  finalize the text of the Decision so  that 
'  l 
it can be  formally  approved as  soon as  possible. 
E~~LOl~mNT  SITUATIO~ 
On  the basis of a  statement  b~r the Italian delegation 
the Council held an  exchange  of views  on  the general 
emploJ1ment  situation in the Community6  The  Italian 
delegation  ~qrticularly stressed the importance it attached 
to a  full discussion of the  current  disturbing situation 
by the Europea.t"'1  C01mcil  in Luxembourg  on  1  end  2  December, 
and  to  tP.e  action to  be  tru{en  at EuropeBn level to 
alleviate it. 
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SOCg,& SECURITY  FDR  SELF-EJIJIPL~J'lORKERS 
The  Council agreed to  the Regulation  on  social security 
for self-employed workers  moving  within the  Community. 
Tbis Regulation represents an important and keenly 
·awaited step forwar·d  in Comrn:mi ty social security regulations. 
Its scope _is  'vide  since it extends  to  1'7ll  self-employed workers 
the  Community  system of co-ordination of national social 
secruity schemes  n.lready  enjoyed by migrant workers,  properly 
so-called,  since  1959.  A gap in the  social security  system 
at CommWli ty level has  thus  lJeen  filled..  It was  necessary to 
take  into  account  progress in the achievement  of freedom  of 
establishment and  freedom to  provide services for self-
employed persons  and of developments in the social security 
systems  of Member  Stntes,  some  of which already afford 
protection to  the self-employed which is almost as  extensive 
as  that available  to  employed workers. 
This  text means  that  self~employed workers 1noving  within 
the  Community  ·ll'lill  henceforth benefit,  with some  exceptio::J.s, 
from  the  sa-me  Community  system as  employed workers in respect 
of: 
equality of treatment with nationals in regard to  the 
_internal legislation of the Member  Stctes; 
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determination of the legislation applicable 
benefits under the various  social security branches, 
such as  sickness  and maternity,  invalidity,  old  age~ 
death and also,  under certain conditions,  unemployment  .. 
The  Regulation contains no  provisions  dealing vvi th 
family benefits for members  of the families  of self-employed 
workers residing in another Member  State than the  self-
employed worker,  the  scheme  in force under Regulation  (EEC) 
No  1408/71  being maintained solely for  employed  v1orkers. 
The· general  problem of the  rules  to  be laid dovm  fol~ 
family benefits is continuing to  be  studied at  Commu..."Yli ty 
·level  (sec  the. preceding item). 
The  very  few  exceptions  stipulated mainly  concern: 
- the  rUles  to  apply in the  event  of the  concurrent pursuit 
of activities in a  self-emp2.oyed  capacity in the 
territory of two  or more  1\Iember  States; 
- certain arrangements for asgregating  insu~ance periods in 
order to  have  access  to  pension  rights~ 
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In order that the Regulation nmv  ::p);lrovec_  by  the 
Council  ~ay be  applied,  Regulation  (EZC)  No  574/72 
( isr)le;::enting Regulation)  will have  to  bo  aC',c:.pted  in order 
to  cover  self-erJplo:y~cd workers  too.  The  Council  expects 
tho  CoDLission to  subuit  a  proposal to this effect in the 
neo.r  future. 
L.ll  the rules thus  adopted  (basic Regulation adopted 
today,  ~::.plenenting Ret:,"Ulation)  will enter into force 
siwultaneously seven conths after the  date  on which the 
L:;pleocmting  Rogulc.tion is published in the  Officj_al Journal 
of tl1o  COl::D.unities. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
~~!£~~~~-f~~~~E~~ks_E~!~!ed~£!E~~E~_to_£h~mi~1L 
E!:l~~!~~LE~.£~0~!~-~£~!~.9:!...!!~ 
The  Council  adopted,  in the official languages of the 
Communi tics,  the Directive on  tho protection of vvorlwrs 
from  the  risks related to  exposure  to  chemical,  physical 
and biological agents at •aork,  to  which it had already 
agreed in principle at its moeti11g  on  9  June  1980. 
It will be  rememberect that,  in addition to  certain 
immediate  and  specific obligations regarding surveillance 
of workers'  health and  informo.tion to  be  given to  ·workers 
in the  case of a  limited nurnber  of  ~ents, the Directive 
contains  a  series of framework  measures  which are  to 
serve as  a  basis for future legislation in this field at 
both national and  Community  level• 
Greece,  which was  consulted before  the final approval 
of this Directive,  will have  an additional year for 
implementing it  .. 
Other decisions  on social matters 
The  Council  took note of the Fourth progress report 
of the Advisory  Committee  on  Safety,  H,ygiene  and Health 
Protection at work  (period~  1979). 
The  Council  also  adopted,  in the official languages 
of the  Communities,  the Regulation relating to  the 
organization of a  survey on tho  earnings of permanent 
workers  employed. in agriculture. 
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